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ABSTRACI

Vacancy (E) - cation substitutions axe important at several sites in the staurolite structure. Thus although the formula
BeaAl16Si3Oa6(OII)21 shows perfect agreement with Pauling's second rule in regard to its long-range structure, fhere are very
large deviations at the local scale. The most probable local patlsms of order in staurolite are derived using the structural infor-
mation given by Hartlorne et al. (1993a), and a combination ofstereochemical constraints. The probability ofoccurrence of
each possible patte.rn of order is evaluated from its degree of agreement with the valence-sum rule @rown 1981), for which the
local bond-lengths were calculated for sites involved in the rr-cation substitutions. Summing ovet the more probable patterns
of local order gives good agreement with the observed bulk-chemistry of staurotte. Moreover, the reason for the chemical
complexity of staurolite becomes apparent. For the formula FeaAl16Si3Oa6(OI{)2, the local bond-valence distributions are poor;
the structure needs 4 H pfu for a satisfactory local bond-valence distribution. However, the resulting formula
fFeaAllsSLOaa(OI|rF* has a net positive charge. At the long-range level, such a charge cannot occur, and the principal het-
erovalent substitutions in staurolite tAl --Si; Mg .-.-Al; n --H; Li =Fe2+, tr --Fl+l all act such as to reduce this charge.
Thus we see the chemical complexity of staurolite as resulting from the interaction between long-range and short-range
chmge-balance requirements. Of paflicular importance in this regard is tle occupancy of the M(4A) nd M(48) sites vta the
substitution M(4)F&+ + 2rQ)a -> M@)a * 2r@l&+ lM(qFe rQ\ 1n@nr@yr|.+S_rl which reduces both the net charge and the
number of cations in the structure below 30 apfu while maintaining an ideal local bond-valence distribution. The chemical
composition of staurolite can be writlen as

A;B4Ctr,D4TsO40X8,
where

B =

P =
'r-

)(=

The principal (heterovalent) end-members are:
(1) E4 Fq Nro (Atztr)
@ (n F*) E4 Alro (Alztr)
(3) Eq Fet Alro (tr'
(4) E4 Fef, Aro (AJztr)
(5) E4 Fq (AlrzMEd (AlrBr)
(6) tr4 Li4 Nro (Alztr)

Fd+, Mg, tr Gr>2)
F&+,zn,co, Mg, Li, A1, Fe3+, Mn2+, tr
Al, Fe3+, Cr, V, Mg, Ti
Al, Mg, n (n >2)
si, A1
oH, F, 02-

(oH)2061
t(orr)oozl
l(orr)81
l(oH)6ot
[(oII)602]
[(orr)ooz]

Homovalent end-membe$ can be derived from these by the usual type of homovalent substitutions (i.e., Zn -+ Fe2+, Cd* -+
Feh, Mg -+ Fd+).

Keywords: staurolite, chemical formula, bond valence, end memben.

Sorwvlans

Les substitutions impliquant cations et lacunes sont importantes dans plusieurs positions dans la structure de la staurotide.
Malgrd une concordance dvidente avec la deuxibme rOgle de Pauling dans la formule FeaAllsSisOa6(OII)2 par rapport d la
structure i longue 6chelle, il y a des 6cmts importants i courte 6chelle. k sch6ma d'ordre local le plus probable d6coule de

M(AA), M(48)
r(2)
M(lA), M(rB), M(2)
M(34),M(38)
r{J)
o(1A), O(18)

sia o4o
s1 o4o
Sia o4o
(S14 Al, O4o
516 O4o
Sir o4o
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f information structurale de Hawtlome et aI. (1993a) et une combinaison de contraintes st6r6ochimiques. Nous 6valuons la
probabili€ de chaque sch6ma d'ordre possible en utilisant le degr6 de concordance i la rbgle de la somme des valences @rown
1981); les longueurs de liaisons dans les situations locales ont 6t6 calcul6es pour les sites impliqu6s dans les sch6mas de substi-
tution tr - cation. Une 6valuation des sch6mas les plus probables d'ordre local permet d'obtenir une bonne concordance avec la
composition globale de la staurotide. De plus, elle parvient i expliquer la complerit6 chimique de cette espbce. Dans le cas de
la formule FerAl1sSi8O46(OH)2, la distribution locale des valences de liaisons n'est pas satisfaisante; la structure requiert qua-
tre atomes d'hydrogbne par unit6 formulaire pour obtenir une distribution des valences de liaisons satisfaisante. Cependant, la
formule qui en r6sulte, BenAll3Si3O*(OlI)al2*, possede une charge r6siduelle positive. Devant I'impossibilit6 d'une telle
chargedlongue6chelle, lesdiversessubsti tut ionsh6t6rovalentes[Al=Si,Mg=A1,tr=H,Li=Fe2.,tr=Fe2*]serviront]
rdduire cette charge. Nous voyons donc que la complexit6 chimique de la staurotide r6sulte de l'interaction entre les
exigeances de la balance des charges i courte et l longue 6chelles. Particulidrement important i cet 6gard est le degt6 d'occu-
pation des sites M(4A) et. M(48) selon la substitutiotM(rE&* + 2r\2k -+ u{+)s a )r@p&r lM(a)Fe712)"((4)fl@Fe?_i, Wi
r6duit i la fois la charge totale et le nombre de cations i moins de 30 atomes par unitd formulaire dans la structure tout en con-
servant une disnibution local iddale des valences de liaisons. On peut s'exprimer la composition chimique de la staurotide en
ces termes:

A;B4CnD4TsO4oX8.
Dans cette expression,

Ics principaux p6les (h6t6rovalents) sont:
(1) E4 F&f, Atre @F) Sir O40 t(OII)zOol
(2) (ryFE.) E4 Aro (A1rr1r) Sie O40 I(OH)6O21
(3) n4 F&t Are (trd sie o4o t(ctlDsl
(4) E4 Fq Alre (Alrtr' (Si;A' O40 t(OII)oOd
(5) tr4 Fq (AlrzMc' (Alztr) Sis O40 I(OH)6O21
(6) E4 LiA Alro (Alrtrt Sir O4o t(OlDoozl

On peut ensuite d6river les pdles homovalents au moyen des sch6mas conventionnels de substitution homovalente (i.e., Za -s
Feb, col -+ Fd+, Mg -rFe2+.

(Traduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: staurotide, formule chimique, valence de liaison, p6les.

[ =
B =
Q =

D =
f =
X =

Fe2+, Mg, tr (E>2)
F&+,Zn, Co, Mg, Li, A1, Fek, Mn2*, n
Al, Fe3r, Cr, V, Mg, Ti
Al, Mg, tr (tr>2)
si, Al
oH, F, 02-

INTRoDUCI'IoN

There has been significant progress in the last few
years in unravelling the 'oenigma" of staurolite.
Hawthome et aI. (1993a) reviewed the current state of
knowledge of the structure and crystal chemistry, and
presented site-scattering refinements for 42 staurolite
crystals covering more or less the complete range of
observed (natural) compositions. They showed that
staurolite is monoclinic C2/m, with I uarying over the
range 90.00-90.45'. Variation in degree of Al-D order
over the M(3A) and M(38) sites is coupled to the vari-
ation in the B angle; a detailed interpretation ofthis is
given by Hawtlorne et al. (L993b). Complete site-
populations were assigned on the basis of site-scatter-
ing refinement the results of electron- and ion-micro-
probe analyses, and a detailed consideration of overall
(ong-range) crystal-chemical relationships in the stau-
rolite structure, especially the systematic variation in
mean bond-length as a function of the mean radius of
the constituent cations.

M(44), M(48)
T(2)
M(14), M(rB), MQ)
MQA),M(38)
r(r)
o(1A), O(18)

However, a full understanding of the chemical vari-
ations in staurolite requires knowledge of the local
(short-range) order. There have been several proposals
concerning patlerns of local order in staurolite (Smith
1968, Holdaway et a\.1986b, Stahl et al. 1988,Dyar
et al. L99l), but these have lacked the comprehensive
data necessary to confirm the general applicability of
the ideas proposed. Here, we systematically examine
the possible patterns of local order for the various
compositional varieties of staurolite refined by
Hawthome et al. (1993a). The stability of possible pat-
terns of local order is evaluated using bond-valence
theory @rown 1981).

Srgp.eocHgvtrcAl AND
BoND-VALENcE CoNSDERAT'roNs

Various partial models for the ordering of cations
and vacancies have been proposed in several previous
studies. However, it is worthwhile to consider such
ordering from as rigorous a viewpoint as possible,
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such that the details of the arguments are explicitly
stated and hence open to criticism or re-interpretation
by others.

One of the problems associated with cation disorder
is that the observed bond-lengths do not (usually) rep-
resent real bond-lengths, but bond-lengths averaged
over all the patterns of local order in the crystal. The
derivation oflocal (short-range, as distinct from long-
range) stereochemistry is a very difficult problem.
However, the special character of the cation-vacancy
disorder in staurolite allows us to derive such informa-
tion in a rather unusual way. As discussed in detail by
Hawthorne et aI. (L993b), staurolite can be considered
as an order-disorder series: the end members are dis-
ordered orthorhombic staurolite, with B = 90o, and
fully ordered monoclinic staurolite, with p = 90.64.
The Al - n ordering over M(3A) and M(38) and the
Fe2+ - n ordering over M(4A) nd M(48) both couple
to the B angle; associated stereochemical parameters
show a similar coupling, and consequently it is possi-
ble to extrapolate to the ordered monoclinic structure
to derive actual bond-lengths for full and vacant sites.

The "kyanite" layer

Firsl we will consider that part of the structure that
is reasonably independent of cation - tr ordering, essen-
tially the M(lA), M(lB), M(2) and (1) polyhedra.
There'is some substitution of Mg for Al at M(lA) and
M(1,8), and Al for Si at the I(1) site. Although these
substitutions cause some adjustment of bond lengths,
the use of the universal curves of Brown (1981) to cal-
culate bond valences takes this problem into account,
as Mg, Al and Si belong to the same isoelectronic
series of the periodic table. This approach is only an
approximation, as it does not account for Mg-for-Al
and Al-for-Si substitution; however, as the concentra-
tions of these elements show only minor variation (in
general) and do not seem to correlate strongly with the
principal semFositional variations, the approximation
used should not infroduce significant uncertainty into

TABLE 1. BOND.VALENCE ARRANGEMENT* IN I}IE "KYANITE"
LAYER 0F STAURoLITE CRYSTAL S(t), SAtitPLE
7L-62R

l'1(lA) r'1(lB) M(2) T( t )

0(1A) 0.477'4-  0.954

0(18) 0.479t  0.958

o(2A) A.467et 0.481 0.968 1.916

0(28) 0.465*1 0.488 0.969 1.9?2

0(3) 0.544 0.933 1.477

0(4) 0.510'e l  0.505d1 0.945 1.960

o(5) 0.517'" t  0.517*T 0,545 1.579

2 .988  2 .974  3 .014  3 ,813

the discussions. The resulting bond-valence arange-
ment for crystal S(1), sample 7L-62R, is shown in
Table l. Some explanation of the superscripts and
anows should perhaps be given. Where no super-
scripts are given, the multiplicity of the incident bond
is 1 in both directions; thus Z(1) bonds to one O(2A)
atom, and O(2A) bonds to one Z(1) atom. Where
superscripts and arrows are glven, the multiplicity of
the incident bond in the direction of the arrow is given
by the superscript. Thus M(lA) bonds to two O(24)
atoms, whereas O(2A) bonds to one M(lA) atom; like-
wrce, M(2) bonds to one O(1A) atom, whereas O(14)
bonds to two M(2) atoms. Anions O(2A), O(28) and
O(4) have their local bond-valence requirements
approximately satisfied, with sums faidy close (+ Q.l
valence units, v.u.) to the ideal value of 2.0 v.u. The
bond-valence requirements of the anions O(14),
O(18), O(3) and O(5) are not satisfied, and participate
extensively in the bonding to the rest of the structure
(the oxide-hydroxide layer); thus in considering local
patterns of tr-cation order in the oxide-hydroxide
layer, we can focus solely on the O(1A), O(lB), O(3)
and O(5) anions, and use the partial bond-valence
sums from the M(LA), M(IB), M(2) and I(1) cations
for all the patterns of u - cation order considered.

M(3A) and M(38) sites: bond-valente considerations

First it is necessary to derive bond lengths for the
fully ordered m6nsglinis end-member. Using the ratio

TABLE 2. LOCAT BOND-VAIENCE* ARRANGEI'ITIf5 AROUND OCCUPIE]
slTES IN STAURoLITE CRYSTAL S(1) (SAI'IPLE 71-62R)

M(3A)-l,l(38) bond-valencs dl stributlon

!{(34) 14(38)

o(1A)

0(2A)
0(3)

o.647*t

0.423€l

0.657*t

0.420d1

2.986 2.994

M(4A)-14(48) bond-valence dlstrlbut' i0n

M(4A) M(48)

0(14)

0 (1B)

0(s)

0.367' l

0.295n{

0.387'el

0.307'41

2.002

H(iA)-H( lB) bond-vaience dl i t r ibut l0n

H(lA) H( lB) H(24) H(28)

0(lA) 0.78
0(rB)
0(3)  o .u* [

0 .92

0 .78  0 .08

0.08
0 .92

* bond valences calculated from the
parametors of Brown (1981).* the superscrlpts are explalned ln the text
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of the ideal mean bond-length to the observed mean
bond-length ffor example, 1.925 + 1.973 for M(3A)
in crystal S(1)1, we can calculate (approximate) indi-
vidual bond-lengfhs 1s1 semplete Al occupancy ofthe
M(3A) site from the observed individual bond-lengths;
this calculation should give us the local stereo-
chemistry where M(3A) is occupied by Al. This also was
done for the M(38) site, and the resulting bond-
valence arrangement for crystal S(1) is shown in TableZ.

Note that both M(3A) and M(38) bond to the O(3)
anion. For a local arrangement in which M(3A) and
M(38) arc both occupied (by Al), O(3) receives an

aggregate bond-valence of [1,.477 + 0.423 + 0.42OJ,
i.e.,2.32 v.u. This is considerably higher than the ideal
value of 2.0 v.u., suggesting that M(3A) and M(38) are
not simultirneously occupied by Al at the local scale.
Of course, some local arrangements of this sort rzasl
occur (except in a completely ordered monoclinic
staurolite), as the bulk composition of the M(3) sites is
[0.5 Al + 0.5 D]; however, local ordering will strongly
favor Al-n associations, and the discussions of
Hawthorne et al. (1993b) suggest some kind of
domain structure based on Al - ll ordering at M(34)
ard M(38).

o(5)

o(5)

o(18) o(1A)

M(gB) , / \

l t ' - - " -
- ' -  -  \ -

H(18) H(1A)

H(28) o(18) o(1A)
H(2A)

Ftc. l. The hydrogen and neighboring positions in staurolite (coordinates from StAhl et al. 1988, site nomenclature from
Hawthome et al, 1993a). Hytlrogen bonds are shown by broken lines; note that not all the positions shown can be occupied
simultaneously. The primed and unprimed H positions belong to different local configurations.

a

c
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TABLE 3. HYDROGEN ENViRONHENTS IN STAUROLITE*

H(lA)-0(1A)* 1.00e(5)

H(1A)-0(3)  x2 2.070(4)

0( lA)-0(3)  2.q4e(1)
0(1A)-H(rA)-0(3)  132.3(2)
0(3)-H(1A)-0(3)  e l  .1 (2)

H(2A)-0(1A) 0.e0(3)

H(24)-o(18) 2.32(3 '

0 (14 ) -0 (18 )  3 .21s (2 )

0(14)-H(2A)-0(18) 1.74

H(2A)-0(3)  2.5r

0(14)-H(24)-0(3)  103

H( lB ) -0 (18 )  1 .010 (4 )

H(18)-0(3)  x2 2.078(3)

0 (18 ) -0 (3 )  2 .858 (1 )

0( lB)-H(18)-0(3)  134.4

0 {3 ) -H ( lB ) -0 (3 )  90 .6

H(28)-0(rB) 0.88(2)

H(28)-0( lA) 2.35(?)

0 ( lB ) -0 ( rA )  3 .215 (2 )

0(rB)-H(28)-0(rA) r70

H(28)-0(3)  2.56

0( lB)-H(28)-0(3)  l0t

* from stlhl et-a7. (1988)
s distances ln A, angles in (o)

M(4A) and M(48) sites: bond-valence considerations

Hawthorne et al. (I993a) showed that these sites
are occupied by Fe2+ in nearly all samples of staurolite
examined. The fact that partly occupied and vacant
M(4) octahedra have the same size indicates that the
observed bond-lengtls are probably quite close to the
local bond-lengths around an occupied M(4A) or
M(48) s'te. This argument is further supported by the
sum of the constituent ionic radii (radii from Shannon
1976\ t6ltr&+ + t3.5lo = 0.78 + 1.37 = 2.15 A, equal to
the mean bond-lengths at the M(4) sites in staurolite.
Consequently, we can u$e the observed M(4)-O
distances to calculate bond-valence distributions for
local ordered arrangements. The results are shown in
Table2.

Both M(4A) and M(48) bond to the O(5) anion. For
a local arrangement in whrch M(4A) and M(48) are
both occupied (by Fe2+), O(5) receives an aggegate
bond-valence of [1.579 + 0.295 + 0.307] = 2.181 v.u.
This is higher than the ideal value of 2.0 v.u., but
probably not sufficiently to consider this as an inrinsi-
cally unstable arrangement. Thus we will provisional-
ly accept the possibitty that M(4A) and M(48) canbe
simultaneously occupied at the local level.

H(IA), H(IB), H(2A) and.H(28) sites:
bond-v alenc e c onsiderations

Note that these sites have been relabeled
(Hawthorne et al. 1993a) relative to earlier studies
(especially that of Stthl et al. 1988) such that O(1A) is
the hydrogen-bond donor associated with H(1A) and
H(24), and O(18) is the hydrogen-bond donor associ-
ated with H(18) and H(28) (Fig. 1). The assignment
of hydrogen-bond valences is a difficult matter
(Brown 1976a,b, 1981, Brown & Altermatt 1985).
Hydrogen-bonding has very strong directional charac-

ter, and also is sensitive to the bond angles involved;
consequently, a single bond-valence relationship is
very difficult (if not impractical) to produce. This is
particularly the case in staurolite. Local stereochemi-
cal details for the H positions are shown (Iable 3) for
the neutron-diffraction refinement of the structure
grven by StAhlet al. (1988).

The H(lA) and H(lB) environments are very simi-
lar, and can be assigned the same bond-valence disfi-
butions; the discussion given here is for the H(1A)
atom. H(1A) forms a bifurcated hydrogen-bond with
two O(3) anions. We have assigned to H...O(3) a bond
valence of0.11 v.u.; as there axe two hydrogen-bonds,
the O(lA)-H bond-valence is thus 0.78.-v.u., a reason-
able value for an G-H distance of 1.01 A.

The H(2A) site is 2.3 A from O(18). Although this
distance is longer than that commonly considered to
be relevant for significant bonding interaction, Brown
(1976b) has shown that such weak interactions are
significant; here we assign a strength of 0.08 v.u. to
this bond. The resultant O(1A)-+|(2A) bond-valence is
0.92 v.u., again q reasonable value for the observed
distance of 0.90 A. A similar argument may be given
for the H(28) site. The O(IA)-H(ZA) and O(18)
-H(28) distances are significantly longer (Table 3),
and tle o (r A)-H(2A)-o (3 ) and o ( I B)-H(28)-O (3 )
angles of -102o are much smaller than those normally
involved in hydrogen bonding; this indicates that there
is no hydrogen-bonding interaction between H(2A),
H(28) and o(3).

The resultant bond-valence distributions are shown
in Table 2. Both H(lA) and H(24) bond strongly to the
O(14) anions. If both H(lA) and H(24) were locally
occupied, the resultant bond-valence sum at O(14)
would be 2.654 v.u. This is far higher than the ideal
value of 2.0 v.u., and indicates that H(lA) and H(24)
cannot be simultaneously occupied at the local scale.
Similarly H(18) and H(28) cannot be simultaneously
occupied. Note that this also means that only OH-
land not (HzO)o] can occupy the O(1A) and O(18)
positions in staurolite.

C onstraint s re s ultin g from cation--cation app roache s

Some of the geometrically possible local arrange-
ments of cations and vacancies in staurolite can be dis-
counted because they produce cation-cation separa-
tions that are far too short to be stable. Important
distances in this regard are listed in Table 4. The
implications for these configurations are now dis-
cussed for each site (or group of sites) in tum.

M(3il ann MQB):If M(3A) is occupied, the neighbor-
ing H(1A) site is vacant. Tle question of the
MQ$aqq approach of 2.04 A is a little less clear.
As shown in Table 4, there are H(1.A)-M(2) and
H(IB)-M(2) separations of 2.46 A. As M(2) is com-
pletely occupied by cations, this must be a stable M..H
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M(38)-H (28)

l'l(48) -T(2)

M (48)-H (  28)

H (18) -M(38)

H (18) -H (  lB)
H (18) -H (  rA)
H (18) -H (28)
H ( lB) -H (2A)
H(18)-M(2)

H (28) -r,r(38)

H (28)-r,{(48)
H (28)-H (  lA)
H (28)-r(2)
H (28) -H (  lB)
H (28) -l{ (24)

t n E

2 . 1 0
a .  L 0

I  .03
2 n l

2 .46

e .08
2 .08
2 .06
1 .36
I .  U J

I  . 45

distance in staurolite. As discussed later, there are
fQ)-+I separations of 2.37 A that also must occur.
However, the longest M-O distances observed locally
are -1.98 A, and it is generally considered that cations
will not approach other cations more closely than
the bonded anions. Consequendy, there is some value
in the range I.98-2.37 A closer ihan which the hydro-
gen atom will not approach the cation. ln well-ordered
sfrucfures, hydrogen is normally separated from othef
cations (except for the well-known H-H^approach of
1.4 A in the H2O group) by at least 2.3 A, and so we
will take this as our limit of stability. Hence if M(3A)
is occupied, both neighboring H(14) and H(24.) sites
are vacant.

M(4A) and M(48)t It M(4A) or M(48) ile occupied,
the adjacent I(2) site must be vacant because of the
close M(4)--TQ) approach across the shared face; this
is the case no matter what cations occupy either site,
as 1.64 A is shorter than any of th-e expected
cation-anion distances for the cations occupying either
site. These arguments are not materially affected by
the positional disorder at tJie T(2) site. Also, it M(4A)
is occupied, the adjacent H(2A) site must be vacant,
aroLdrf M(48) is occupied, the adjacent H(28) site must
be vacant.

T(2) site: It fte T(2) site is occupied, the stoichiometry
of staurolite forces us to conclude that H(lA) or H(18)
(or both) are occupied (from the neutron-diffraction
refinement of the structure of St6hl et al. 1988), and
thus a I(2)-H approach of 2.37 A must be a stable

14(3A)-H(24)

14(4A) -r(2)

M(4A)-H(2A)

r(2)  -H ( iA)
T(2) -H (rB)
r(2)-H(?A)
T(2) -H(28)

r(2)-fll(4A)
r(2)  - l { (48)

H(rA)-l.r(3A)
H( lA)-H(rA)
H(tA)-H(rB)
H( lA)-H(24)
H (  1A) -H (28)
H (iA) -!,r(2)

H(24)-M(34)
H(2A)-fi(44)
H(24)-H(18)
H(2A)-T(2)
H(2A)-H(rA)
H (24)-H(2Bl

TABLE 4. CLOSE CATION-CATION APPROACHES (A)
IN STAUROLITE

arrangement. However, if Z(2) is occupied, the adja-
centH(2A),H(28), M(4A) and M(48) sites are all
vacanl

H(LA) and H(IB): lf H(1A) is occupid the adjacent
M(3A) site is vacant, and the same applies to H(18)
and M(38); all other close approaches concern H-H
distances (Iable 4), some having interesting stoichio-
metric implications. Consequently, before we can
evaluate the restictions of close H-H approaches on
patterns of local order or mineral stoichiometry, it is
necessary to decide what is an "unacceptable" H-H
distance in a stable structure,

StAfi et gl. (1988) have listed H-H approaches of
up to 2.16 A that they consider as ootoo close for simul-
taneous occupancy". Although such questions are dif-
ficult to judge, we suggest that this distance is not a
realistic limit, primarily from an examination of H-H
approaches in well-ordered structues refined by neu-
tron diffraction. Specifically, in deuterated hydrogar-
net Ca3Al2(OaDf3 (Lager et al. 1987), the D-D
approach is 1.95 A, indicating that such separations
are not intrinsically unstable.

Another factor that indicates that such distances are
stable is the relative occupancies of the four H posi-
tions found by Stihl et al. (L988). The O(lB) anions
occupy two trans vertices of tke M(38) octahedron.
The corresponding H(18)-H(18) distance across the
octahedron is 2.1.6 A. If this approach is forbidden,
with only one H(18) position allowed to be occupied
n any M(38) octahedron occupied by a vacancy, tlen
the occupancy ofthe H(18) position could not exceed
hatf the vacancy at the M(38) site. This is not the case
for the neuton-diffraction refinement of the staurolite
structure by St&hl et al. (L988). In tlis crystal, the
vacancy at M(38) is 0.548(12), and the H(18) occu-
pancy is 0.380(12) as compared with 0.29, the maxi-
mum possib le occupancy i f  the H(18)-H(18)
approach of 2.16 A is forbidden. Thus we consider
H-H approaches of -2.0 A to be allowed.

As a result of the above argumenls, all the H(lA)-H
and H(18)-H approaches of -2.0 A listed in Table 4
are considered as allowed. The only obviously unsta-
ble approaches ate the ̂  H(14)-H(24) and
H(18)-H(28) distances of -1 A that we have already
designated as unstable on bond-valence grounds.

H(2A) and H(28): lf H(2A) is occupied, the adjacent
M(3A) site must be vacant [see above section on
M(3A) and M(38)1, and similarly for H(28) and
M(38); note that this is also in accord with the fact
that H(lA) and H(2A) cannot be simultaneously local-
ly occupied" either attached to the same O(1A) atom or
to trans O(1A) atoms of the same local M(34) octahe-
dron. We have decided above that n H(2A)-M(4A)
distance of 2.1,4 A is unstable, and therefore if H(%.)
is occupied, the adjacent M(4A) must be empty. Also,

2 .04

1 .64
z . 1 4

2 .37
2 .37
l . J o

1 .36
1 .64
1 .64

1  , 04
2 .09
a .  L o

0 . 9 9

z .  u o

a . c o

1  . 0 5

z . r4
2 . 0 1
1 . J 6

u . 9 5

I - 4 5

2 .08

1 .64
2.OA
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if HQA) is occupied, then the adjacept Z(2) is vacant.
The H(2A)-H(28) distance of 1.45 A is probably not
stable (such H-H distances only being seen in HrO
groups), and thus if H(2A) or H(28) is occupied, the
adjacent T(2) site is vacant.

Bonl-yalence arrangements for patterns oflocal order

Combination of preliminary bond-valence anange-
ments and constraints imposed by cation--cation inter-
action produces a fairly small number of possible pat-
tems of local order. The relative probability of these
may be evaluated by calculating tle root-mean-squre
(RMS) deviation from ideality for the bond-valence
sums around the anions. However, it is necessary to
sfress that the mean (1.e., long-range average) lengths
of each individual bond are not adequate for this pro-
cedure, especially where the substitutions at the cation
sites involve vacancies. Consequently, it is necessary
to derive "reasonable" local distances for fully ordered
local arrangements. This has been done above for the
M(34), M(38), M(4A) ond M(48) sites. The problem
remains for the (2) site. For this site, with its variety
of substituent cations, variable vacancies and complex
positional disorder, it is perhaps unrealistic to expect
to be able to derive local stereochemistry. As a first
atiempt, we use Pauling bond-strengths for both diva-
lent or monovalent occupancy of T(2).

Hydrogen-rich staurolite, M(3) occupied: The results
for all patterns of local order chosen are shown in
Table 5. There are six arrangements of approximately

TABLE 5. POSSIBLE PATIERNS OF LOCAT OROER
ITI STAUROLITE, TOGETHER tdIfi R,14.S.
(R00T-MEAN-SQUARE) DEVTATToNS FR0l'l
IDEALITY

local anangement

*M(3A)-T(2)-H(18) 0.095
14(3A)-r(2)-H(28) 0.141
i l (34)-r . r (4A)-H(18) 0.r05

*M(3A)-M(4A)-H(28) 0.0e1
M(3A)- f ' r (48)-H( lB) 0.140
11(3A)- f . r (48)-H(28) 0.1s9
r ' { (3A)-N(4)-H(18) 0.12s
M(34)-M(4)-H(28) 0.0e7
M(3A)- [ ] -H(28) 0.208

eM(38)-T(z)-H(1A) 0.096
M(38)-T(2)-H(24) 0.r42
r, r (38)-M(4A)-H(1A) 0.135
H(38)- | \ , | (4A)-H(2A) 0.140
H(38)-M(48)-H( lA) 0.103

*M(38)-M(48)-H(2A) o.oel
l r (38)-M(4)-H(rA) 0.0e4
M(38)-M(4)-r(eA) 0.123

equal RMS deviation from idealiry; these are labeled
(1) to (6) in Table 5. Anangements (1) and (2) are
what one might call the 'onormal" arrangements for
staurolite, in which the T(2) sile is occupied and adja-
cent M(44) and M(48) sites are vacant; complete
bond-valence arrangements for these two patterns of
order are shown in Table 6. The two next patterns [(3)
and (4)l have the T(2) site vacant, and M(4A) and
H(28) [also M(48) nd H(2A)] occupied. The bond-
valence arangements for these patterns of order also
are shown in Table 6. It is possible that we have over-
estimated the strength of the hydrogen bonds involv-
ing H(%) and H(28). If this is the case, then for the
arangements in which H(%.) and HQB) arc occupied,
the root-mean-square deviations are reduced (to 0.081
in the exteme case ofno hydrogen-bonding), whereas
for the other pattems of Table 5, the root-mean-square
deviations get larger. These patterns of local order cor-
respond to the arrangement in the proposed sfructural
domains 1A, 18, 2A and 2B of Stdhl et al. (1988);
however, at the moment, we suggest them only as
local arangements. Pattems (5) and (6) involve simul-
taneous occupancy of M(4A) and M(48). In general,
these patterns do not occur because of stoichiometric
restrictions (see later discussion), but are found in Mg-
rich staurolite S(41). Note that some of the bond-
valence arrangements given in Table 6 can be
improved by considering local models for the occu-
pancy and envtonment of the T(2) site; this will be
done later,

Hydrogen-rich staurolite, M(3) vacant: Each of the
schemes oflocal order shown in Table 5 have one fea-
ture in common: they all involve one hydrogen atom.
If we sum over all the schemes of local order, we end
up with the M(3) sites on average exactly half-filled,
and a hydrogen content of 4 apfu. However,
Hawthorne et al. (L993a) show that the aggregate
M(3) cation populations vary in the range L.75-2.08
apfu, and Holdaway et al. (I986a) have shown that the
hydrogen content of hydrogen-rich staurolite samples
does exceed 4 apfu. Inspection of the site-scattering
results for staurolite 7142R (with an analyzed hydro-
gen content of. 4.1,6 apfu) shows fhe total cation popu-
lation of M(3) to be significantly less than 2.0 aptu. A
total M(3) cation population of less than 2.0 apfu
means that there must be some local structural conflg-
urations in which both M(3A) and M(38) are vacant.
The bond-valence consequences of this are examined
in Table 7. According to Table I, O(1A), o(18), and
O(3) are deficient in incident bond-valence. The only
way in which this can be compensated is to have both
H(1A) and H(18) occupied. As is apparent from Table
7o there is still a siedficant bond-valence deficiency at
O(3), which has a bond-valence sum of -1.70 v.u.
This situation can be alleviated by increasing the
strength of the hydrogen bonding from H(1A) and
H(18) to O(3) lto 0.25 v.u.]. If the bond-valence

R. t'l. S.
devl ati on

( 1 )

/ E \

(4)
(6)

r '1(38)- i l -H(24) 0.207
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TABLE 6. LOCAL BOND-VALENCE* ARRANOEMENTST* FOR THE TOUR MOST STABLE PATTERNS OF
L0CAL 0R0ER (TABLE s) FoR CRYSTAL S(1), SAfiIPLE 71-62R

( l ) M(34) r(2) H( lB) T(2) H(lA) SumM(38)(2 )

0(1A) 0.647'?1 0.50
o (18 )  0 .50  0 .78
o(3) 0.423"4t  o. l l ' , l
o(b) o.so'a}

2.  lo i
2.238
2.010
2.079

0 (1A)
0 (18 )
0 (3 )
0 (5 )

0 .50  0 .78  2 .23
0.557et 0.50 2.7r
0.420'40 0.11s1 2.00

0.5001 2.07

2,986 2.00 2 .994  2 .00  1 .00

(3 ) M(3A) M(4A) H(28) (4) !,r(38) M(48) H(?A) sunt

o(1A)
0(18)
q(3)
0(5)

0.64740 0.367*J 0.08
0 .92

0.423"t
0.295'{

0(rA)
o(18) o.557el
0(3)  0.42o*t
0 (5 )

0 ,9?  1 .87
0.38721 0.08 ?.08

1 .89
0,307' t  1.88

2.048
1.878
1 .900
t .s74

2.986 1.914 I  . 00 2.994 2,002 1.00

* calculated w' l th the curves oi  Brown (1981);
* these arrangsnonts can be combined with the bond-valence arrangement-of Table.l

to glve the-complete bond-valsnce arrangement throughout the (locally ordered)
structure.

arangement shown in parentheses in Table 7 is adopt-
ed. the bond-valence sums at all anions arc reasonable,
The donor-hydrogen interaction is weaker than is usu-
ally the case, but interactions of this type are found in
crystals. Consequently, the pattern of local order of
Table 7 seems realistic. It also is the only way in
which more than 4 H apfu can be incorporated into the
staurolite structure.

Normal staurolite; For these crystals (with H * l
apfu), there must be configurations of local order in
which all H positions (i.e., the unprimed positions of
Fig. 1) are unoccupied; moreover, these must accou[t
for -ll4 of the local configurations for the crystals to
have the correct stoichiometry [for H = 4, H(18) is
fully occupid and there are no H-free configurations;
for H = 2, H(IB) is half occupied, and half of the con-
figurations are H-free; for H = 3, H(18) is three-quar-
ters occupied, and one quaner of the configurations
are H-freel. First, M(34) and M(38) cannot be simul-
taneously occupied at the local scale to compensate for

TABLI 7. TOCAL BOIID-VALENCET ARNANcEIIENTS* FOR I}IE !4OST STABLT
LoCAL 0RDERING PATTERN INVoLVIN0 VACAI{T I'r(3) SITES

T(2) H( lA) H(18) sun

0.50 0.78(0.50) 2.234 (r .954) '
0.s0 0.78(0.50) 2.238 (1.954)

0.rr (0.25)dr 0.11(0.25)er 1.697 ( t .e77)
0.50dt 2.079

the lack of H. because our refinement results show
M(3) to be half-occupied, and sigrlificant simultaneous
occupancy ot M(3A) and M(38) would give M(3)
occupancies much greater than 1.0 [i.e., M(3A) +
M(38) >> 11. Thus only one of the two M(3) sites can
be occupied in the hydrogen-free configuration.

As shown above, -ll4 of the local configurations
do not involve hydrogen in normal staurolite. As an
M(4A) or M(48) site forms a local configuration in
each of the adlacent M(3A)-M(38) chains @g. 2), the
participation of an occupied M(4A) or M(48) site n
the H-free configuration requires an aggregate M(4)
occupancy of -0.5 apfu; any local coupling will
increase this value, and participation of both M(44)
and M(48) in the local H-free configuration would
result in 1.0 apfu at M(4). Inspection of the refined
site-scattering at M(4A) aad M(48) (Llawthome et aI.
1993a) shows that none ofthese cases is possible. The
aggregate M(4) site-scattering values are in the range
0.0-3.5 epfu, not compatible with either 0.5 or 1.0
apfu at M(4), given that the possible occupants of the
M(4) sites are Fe and Mg. Thus occupied M(4) sites
cannot be involved in the H-free configurations in nor-
mal staurolite.

There is only one possible remaining arrangement:
the T(2) site must be occupied. The resulting bond-
valence anangement is shown in Table 8. With the
T(2)4 bond valences used above, the bond-valence
sums around the anions are satisfactory, with the
notable exception of O(18); the relevant sum here is
1.458 v.u., an obviously inadequate value. This anom-
aly is really not surprising, as this pattern of local
order is the same as the M(3A)-T(2)-E(1'B) pattern (1)
of Tables 5 and 6, except that the H(18) site is vacant.
However, there seems to be no alternative to the
arrangement, and so the structure mustlacally accom-

0( rA)
0(rB)
0(3)
0(5)

1 .001 .002 ,00

r ca'lculatsd ulth ths curvss of Brown (1981);
* these anang€n€nts can be conblned wlth tho bond-valsncs

arrangomsnt of Table I to glvs the conpleto bond-valence
arrsngesent throughout the (iocally-order6d) structurs;' for th€ slgnlflcsnce of the values ln parenth€sss, sse text.
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l< ._- a -.*l
FIG. 2. An sxamFle of an'angements of local order in the staurolite structure, showing how one alTangement is not independent

of the adj acent arrangements.

I
c

I

modate to this situation. How is this done? It cannot
be by variable site-populations (r'.e., substitution of Mg
for A1, or even Al for Fe2+), as none ofthese show suf-
ficient substitution to account for 1 H apfu.
Consequently, it must be accommodated by variations
at the T(2) site. Again, the T(2) site is occupied pre-
dsminantly by divalent cations, and thus the accom-
modation for reduced bond-valence at O(18) cannot
be compositional, except possibly on a minor sca.le.
The only alternative is for the T(2) cation to move
toward O(lB) [or O(1A) in the a]ternate configurationl
to increase the valence of this bond. Here is obviously
one of the drtving forces for positional disorder at the
T(2) site. 11 is diffrcult to give a quantitative idea of the
local stereochemistry in this case. However, we note
that
(i) one of the T(2) subsites is displaced toward the
M(34)-M(38) chun;
(i i) the O(1A) and O(18) anions show srrong
anisotropic displacement parameters, with large Ur,
values, whereas the other anions are all fairly isotropic.

Thus it seems reasonable to propose that not only
does the T(2) cation locally move toward the

M(34)-M(38) chain, but also the O(1A) and O(18)
anions move toward T(2) to produce very short
T(2)4(lA) or T(2)4(lB) bonds at the local scale [in
this regard, note that O(3) also shows this anisotropic
displacement, consistent with the local stereochemical
model proposed abovel.

TABLE 8. LOCAT EOND.VALEI{CE* ARRANOEMENT*
FOR l}IE MOST STABTE PATTERI{ OF LOCAL
ORDER II{VOLVINO NO HYDROCEN

o(1A) 0.647e& o.5o 2 .  l 0 l

o(18) 0.50 1.458

0(3) 0.423*{  1.900

0(5) 0.50"t  2.079

2 . t 6 0

I  ca lcu la ted  w l th  the  curves  o f  Broun (1981) ;
* these arangenents can be comblnsd r,lth

that of Table I to glve the complete
arrangenent:'there ls an analogous arrangement

lnvo lv ing  M(38) .

r  (2)
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TABLE 9. TOCAL BOND-VAIENCET ARMNGEMENT* FOR THE MOST STABLE PATTERN OF LOCA!
ORDER INVOLVINO Li

'l{(3A) T(2) H(lB) surr 14(3A) T(2',) H(28) sum

I  .851
I  OaR

2 .010

0( lA)
0 (  rB )
0 (3 )
0  ( 5 )

0.647er 0.25
0 .25  0 .78

0.423'o l  0.11'? l
0.25€l

0 (1A )  0 .25  0 .08  1 .93
0 (18 )  0 .647e [  0 .25  0 .92  2 , t ?
0(3) 0.423' ,41 1.90
0(5) 0.25€l  L.82t .829

2.985 2.986

i calculated Fith the curves of Brorn (1981);
$ these arrangements can be conblned with the bond-valence arrangement of TabIe I

to give the complete bond-valence arrangement throughout the (Ioca11y-ordered)
structurei' there are analogous arrangements lnvolv ing t r l (38).

1 .001 .001 .00I  .00

Li-bearing stourolitei From the stoichiometry and
refined site-scattering in Li-rich staurolite (Hawthorne
et al. I993a), M(3A) or M(38) must be occupied by
Al, and T(2) by Li. This leaves a bond-valence defi-
ciency at O(18) or O(lA) that must be compensated
by occupancy of H(18) ot H(28) or H(lA) or H(2A).
The resulting bond-valence anangements arc shown in
Table 9, and the RMS deviations from ideality are
0.096 and 0.104, respectively, for occupancy of
M(3A). These deviations suggest that the conflguration
with H(18) is to be preferred, although there is no
experimental evidence to support this point.

WHv Ans M(44) auo M(48) Occupmp?

In a previous section, we derived the pafterns of
local order that occur in staurolite; the bulk composi-
tion of the crystal is equal to the sum of all the local
configurations over the whole volume of the crystal.
In this regard, one local configuration is not indepen-
dent of the adjacent configuration, ,rs some of the sites
belong to both configurations. This point may be seen
by referring to Figure 2. A specific M(3A) site belongs
to configuration 1 and configuration 2; similarly, a
specific M(4A) site belongs to configuration 1 and
configuration 3. Conversely, configurations 1,2 and3
each involve tleir own specific (2) site. Thus in

TABLE IO. CATIOI{ SU}IS IN HYDROXIDE LAYER FRO!,I SIJIiII.IING OVER
PATTER!|5 0F L0CAL oRDER t(1)+(2)l ND I(3)+(4)l

(1)  .  l i (34)-r (2)-H( lB) (2)  .  l l (38)-T(?)-H( lA)
(1 )  +  (2 )  .  M(3A)v :T(2)H(18)  i  M(38) r l "T(2)H( lA)

- M(3A) vJ,l(38) rpI(2)aH(1A)H( tB) . l4(3)T(2) J( I )"
Composltion per fornula unlt, - ! l(3)rT(2).H(l)o - Al,Feil l.

(3)  "  i l (34)-H(4A)-H(28) (4) - M(18)-r{(48)-H(24)
(3) + (4) . M(34)vJl(4A)r/l(28) + l'l(38)r/J'l(48)r/l(24)

. l' l(3A)vJ'[(38)'/'l(4A)r/J'l(48)1/J(24)H(28)
Compositlon per fornula unlt - M(3)d(4)eH(2)o - 91"5"2110

summing over the local patterns to get the bulk com-
position of the crystal, the effective multiplicities of
the local sites must be incorporated into the calcula-
tion. For M(3A), M(38), M(4A) nd M(48I this value
is 0.5; for T(2),H(lA), H(18), H(2A) and H(28), it
is 1.0.

Let us consider a crystal made up of equal amounts
of pattems L arLd2 (Table 5), and focus on the cations
of the oxide-hydroxide layer; the sum over both pat-
terns is shown in Table 10. In terrns of sites, the sum is
MQ)2fQ)tt(l)a after allowing for the equipoint rank
of each site; with M(3) = N, fQ) = Fe2+ and H(1) =
H, this gives a composition of Al2FeaHa. Now let us
consider a crystal made up of equal amounts of local
patierns 3 and 4 Clable 5). The analogous sum (Table
l0) is M(3)zM(4)zH(2)qt with M(3) = N, M(4) - Fe2*
and H(2) = H, the composition is AlrFe2Ha. We see
immediately the effect of M(4) occupancy as com-
pared with Z(2) occupancy. Both patterns produce
local bond-valence satisfaction, but have very differ-
ent effects on the overall stoichiometry. Substitution
oT Fe2+ (or any other divalent cation) at M(4) tather
than at (2) reduces the total number of divalent
cations in the crystal" as indicated below:

M(48&+ a )rQ)a -+ M(4)n + Zr@F&+
NSF&+}H4-+ NlFez+lH4
T\us M(4) occupancy is an effective mechanismfor

reducing the total cation charge of the crystal while
maintaining bond-valence satisfaction at the local
scale. As we will see later, the need to reduce the total
cation charge in staurolite is the reason for the compo-
sitional and structural complexities o1d6ls mineral.

PosrnoNel DTSoRDER AT rrIE (2) Srrs

As discussed by Hawthorne et al. (1993a), we were
unable to satisfactorily resolve the positional disorder
at the T(2) site. Solutions obtained from the refine-
ment were dependent on the starting parameters, indi-
cating that the refinements were converging on false
minima; consequently, the solutions obtained cannot
be considered as reliable. In spite ofthis, we can get a
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semiquantitative idea of what is happening from the
ranges of solutions obtained for the same samples of
staurolite with crystals of different p angles (thus
removing any possible compositional effects). As an
example, we discuss the results for staurolite lL7L89.

Trends inT(2) posirtoml disorder

From the sarne starting panuaeters, we get reason-
ably consistent positions and site scatterings for the
four crystals S(11), S(12), S(13) and S(14) of stauro-
lite 117189. Although we cantrot attach significance to
the absolute values of the refined parameters, the
trends as a function of B are significant, as they are
similar to the solutions obtained from other refine-
ments of the same data starting from different initial
parameters for the Z(2) subsites. With B - 90o, the
positions approximate mirror symmehy tbrough x :
Ll4. T\e z parameter of T(2c) * Il4, T(2a) nd T(2b)
are approximately equal distances either side of z =
l/4 (mean z = 0.2496 * Ll4); the .r parameters of
T(2a) a;nd T(2b) are slightly different, but the differ-
ence is within the range of different solutions obt4ined
with different starting models. Thus it seerns reason-
able to conclude that at 0 = 90o, theT(2) site disorder
obeys long-range orthorhombic symmetry.

With increasing B, both T(2a) an'd T(2b) move
toward decreasing values of e (Fig. 2); the x ptunme-
ters also increase on average, but this may be within
the variation of the false-minima solutions. and so we
do not place much weight on this observation.
Conversely, the z parameter of T(Zc) is almost con-
stant at -ll4 (0.2494.250), with a small movement
along.r that again may not be significant. Thus a gen-
eral patiern does emerge. ff 0 = 90', the pattern of dis-
order has spatial orthorhombic symmetry. With
increasing F, T(2c) remains in approximately the same
position, whereas TQa) nd T(2b) move along z such
that their z parameter decrsases. Unfortunately, we
cannot derive any accurate idea ofthe behavior ofthe
relative site-populations because of the high correla-
tion between site scattering and the distance from the
central site (cf Alexander 1989). However, in differ-
ence-Fourier maps calculated with a central Z(2) site
only, we noticed that the relative densities atthe T(Za)
and T(Zb) subsites were systematically related to the p
angle of the crystal. Wittr increasing p, the Z(2a) posi-
tion had increasing residual density, whereas theT(2b)
position had decreasing residual density. This finding
suggests that the relative populations ofthe I(2A) and
(28) positions are coupled to the spontaneous strain
(Hawthorne et al. 1993b); however, note that they
show the inverse coupling to that shown by
M(3A)-M(38) afi M(4A)-M(48), and parallel the pro-
posed H - n ordering over the H(lA) and H(18) posi-
tions. This coupling suggests that the positional disor-
der at the (2) site is related to the various schemes of
local order that develop in the oxide-hydroxide layer,

z =  1 1 4

a -€>

Ftc. 3. Diagrammatic representation of the positional disor-
der at the I(2) site in staurolite, showing the relative posi-
tions of the T(2q), fQQ nd (2c) positions (three-site
model). The filled circle shows the position of the central
I(2) site (one-site model) at B = 96', and the anow shows
the locus of the e coordinate with increasing B angle for
staurolite 117189 [crystals S(11-14) of Hawthome e/ al.
l993al.

and is in line with our previous arguments concerning
bond-valence distributions in patterns of local order.

The " central T(2)-site" model

As we can only have confidence in the quantitative

Frc. 4. Variation in z coordinate of tle central f(2) site wifl
variation in p angle for the 42 crystals of staurolite
refined by Hawthome et al. (1993a).

T(2a)
a

c = 90"
O

I
'90"

B=
sa

r€c) 
I

p,
o

T(2b)

\ . " .
. \ . .

\
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TET

f{(lA) r'r(lB} r,r(2) T(1) u(3A) l,r(38) ff(4A) r,r(48) I(2) H(14) H(ls) H(24) H(28) sm

0(rA)
0( lB)
0(24)
o(28)
0t3)
0(4)
0(5)

1 ]?fq

I l2n+

tlz'I tlz I
rl2et tlz l

tl2 I
1123t r/?'t l
1124r tt28l tlz

tl2
112

r14

2
t/4dr

rl4^r rl4:'l

t l4

r12"l
4  1 . 5  1 . 5 rl4 rl4

r note thrt thls table ls for the dlsordared long-range structur€, not a local arrang@ent.

results of the cenffal (2) site refinemen! it is desir-
able to see ifthe disorder behavior deduced above has
any discemible effect on the cental T(2) site results.
Fortunaiely, this is the case. The results of the central
(2) site-scattering refinements for crystals S(11),
S(12), S(13) and S(14) are shown qualitatively in
Figure 3. Where B = 90o, z * 114; with increasing B,
the .r parameter of T(2) remains essentially constant,
whereas the z parameter gradually decreases, reflect-
ing the actual behavior of the T(Za) nd Z(20) sites. As
shown in Figure 4, this tend of decreasing z-parame-
ter with increasing p occurs for all the crystals refined
here. The fact that this trend is independent of bulk
composition provides additional confirmation that the
positional disorder x T(2) is not primarily driven by
variations in bulk composition, but by local variations
in patterns of order at other cation sites in the hydrox-
ide layer.

CovposrnoNar Cowr^emy rN SrAURotxrE

The bulk chemical composition of staurolite is
essentially the sum of its patterns of local order. Thus
having worked our way through the complicated argu-
ments and detailed crystal-chemical analysis, a rather
simple picture emerges.

Ideal staurolite

Ideal staurolite has the following atomic arrange-
ment:

M(IA) =M(lB) -Al4
L!(2) - A18

lM(34) +M(38)l =AJz+tr2
M(44) = M(48) -tr2

z(1)
rQ)

- sis
- FoZ+

H(14) =H(18) =H+rb
H(24) =H(28) - n4

For simplicity, we express constituent cations as
apfu rather than as site-occupancies. In this sffucture,
M(3A) nd M(38) are on average half-occupied by Al.
Where M(34) = M(38) = (A1 + tr) and H(lA) = H(18)
- (Hr + ut, the structure ideally has orthorhombic
symmetry (space group Ccmrn), with a disordered dis-

tribution of N over M(3A) and M(38); where M(3A) =
y''J2, M(38) = tr2, H(14) = t14 &nd H(18) = H, + Q, the
structure has monoclinic symmetry (space group
C2lm), with a fully ordered distribution of cations.
There is a continuous variation between these two
extremes; this variation can be thought of as an
order-disorder series in which the degree of Al - E
order couples to the spontaneous sftain (Hawthorne el
al. L993b). The table of Pauling bond-strengths for the
disordered arrangement (Table 11) shows a perfectly
behaved sfiucture with no deviation from ideality.

The resultant fonnula of this ideal staurolite is
F# A,sSisO4sH2.

Real staurolite

Natural staurolite never evetr approaches this ideal
composition, and the reason for this again seems to be
connected with local order. The pattern of local order
for this ideal staurolite is shown in Figure 5, assuming
for simplicity a firlly ordered monoclinic structure [the
argument does not change for a disordercd (i.e.,
orthorhombic) structure, but is a little more complicat-
edl. As only one quarter of the H(18) position is occu-
pied (for the composition Fe\ Alrs Sis O48 Ht, in
one quarter of the patterns it is occupied and in the
other thre€ quarters it vacant, as shown diagrammati-
cally in Figure 5. As far as the long-range situation is
concerned (Table 11), everything is fine, with ideal
bond-strength sums around all the anions. However,
on a local scale, the situation is very different. With
M(3A) tally occupied, O(1A) is ideally satisfied (Table
l2), and there are fwo local configurations involving
occupancy and vacancy of H(18). Where H(18) is
vacant, the bond-strength sum around O(18) is 1.5
v.u.; where H(lB) is occupied, the corresponding sum
is 2.5 v.u. In neither case is the short-range situation
very satisfactory. If H(18) is occupied, the bond-
strengfh excess can be alleviated by the formation of
strong hydrogen bonds with O(3) (see Table 2); tle
need for this hydrogen bonding can be created by the
substitution of lower-valence cations in the "lryanite"
layer of the stucture: Mg for N ar M(l) ard M(2), N
for Si at I(1), and also Mg for Al in the M(3) chain.
Consequently, there is a synergistic interaction
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H(18) occuPiod H6B) vacant

O( 1B)=O.48+O.48+O.5O+ 1.@= 2.46v.u. O( 1 B)=0.48+O.48+O.5O= 1 .46V.u.
Ftc. 5. Diagrammatic representation of paserns of local order in ideal staurolite, for the arrangements in which M(3A) is occu-

pied andM(38) is vacant.
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between these substitutions and the need to satisfy
local bond-valence requirements in the oxide-hydrox-
ide layer. Conversely, there is no such mechanism for
tle relief of the alternate situation where H(18) is
vacant; there seems no simple way of satisfying the
local O(18) bond-valence deficiency ifH(18) does not
confibute to its incident bond-valence. A simple way
to satisfy this problem is to introduce an additional

fwo hydrogen atoms at H(18), whereupon the local
bond-valence situation is now stable (see Table 6 for
the corresponding bond-valence table). This is satis-
factory at the local scale, but produces a long-range
excess in charge: fe2l atls Sis O4s Hu with a net
charge of 2+. Of course, such a stoichiometry cannot
be stable, but it is notable that all of the imFortant sub-
stitutions in staurolite (Al -+ Si, Mg -+ Al, M@)Fe2+ +

TABLT 12. PAULII{G mND-sTniloils' FoR sctlElEs 0t tocAl- oRDER $lTH IHE l'l(3A) SITE occuPltD lN IDEAI
STAUROLITTT

I'l(14) !r(lB) l'1(2) T(l) lr(3A) fi(38) r,r(4A) r'r(48) r(2) H(lA) H(18) H(2A) H(?B) sun

0(rA)
0(18)

0(u) v2el
0(28) tlz"[

0 (3)

0(4) rl2et 1/2e[

ol5) rlz"t tlz€l

tl2\
1123'
rl2 l
l/2 l
tlz I

I
t12

t12
v2

2 ,0
-  l . J

?

2

T(2)
t
I

M(2) O.'SO M(2)
;ta'ri"o'.*

n
M(3B)

1A)

I

q18)

D I
M(3A)

4  3 . 0

H(lA) l ' l( lB) M(2) T(l) l!(3A) l{(38) l. l(4A) 11(48) 1(2) H(lA) H(lB) H(zA) H(28) sm

o(lA)
0(18)
0(2A) Ll?8l
0(28) rlz3l
0(3)
0t4l rlzat rlzct
0l5t rlzal tlzar

rlze+

1124-

ll2 1

t/2 r
r/2 1

I

Ll2

t lz
t12

vzer

2 .0
2 .5

2

2

2
2

4  3 . 0

r thsm are tm correspondlng pattqrns rlth M(38) occupled, ild H(lA) Blther occupled or vacant.
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[@n _+vt{t)a a 2r@ys2+, tr _+ Ho Li _r Fe2) reduce
the aggregate charge ofthe overall structure. Thus we
see the chemical complexity of staurolite as the result
of competing short-range and long-range bond-
valence and electroneutrality requirements of the
structure: the extensive chemical substitutions occur to
dissipate a strong local instability in bond-valence
distribution.

Staunomn:
Srorcmorvmrr.Y AND END Mmlsms

It is at last apparent from the discussion of the pre-
vious section that staurolite is a well-behaved stoichio-
metric mineral with well-defined end-member compo-
sitions.

The chemicalformula of staurolite

Following normal usage in conplex rock-forming
silicate minerah, we could write the general formula
for staurolite as the sum of the available occupied sites
in the structure:

A4B4CrcD4Zs O4oXs (1)

where

A=F&+, Mg, tr (tr >2 pfu)
B =F&+,ZnoCo, Mg, Li,

Al, Mn2+, Fe3+(?), tr
C= Al, Fe3*, Cr, V, Mg, Ti
D = Al, Mg, E (tr >2pfu)
I= Si, Al
X= OH, F, 02-

M(44), M(48)

rQ)
M(14), M(LB), M(2)
M(34),M(38)
r(1)
o(u), o(18)

Note that we have separated the A group (principal
species Fe2+ and tr) from the B group, and the D group
(principal species Al and u) from the C group. We
have done ttris to emphasize the fact that both the A
and the C groups have extensive vacancy content
(whereas the other groups have only minor or zero
vacancy content), and also that the sites conesponding
to these two groups are involved in extensive
cation-vacancy ordering. As a description of the crys-
tal structue, this is a good formula; as a description of
fts semposition of staurolite, it is not quite as satisfac-
tory. The reason for this involves the A and D groups
and the crystal-chemical limitations on their complete
occupancy.

As we have seen above, the occupancy of tJte M(4)
sites is related to the occupancy of the T(2) site vic the
relation

a@F&+ + ZTQ)E -) M@)E + 2rQF&+.
As the M(4) and TQ) sites are of corresponding equi-
point rank, it can be seen that the total cation content
of the M(4) site(s) can only reach one-half the total
cation content of tle (2) site. Thus theT(2) site 1= 3-
group cationsl can be fully occupied (with 4 cations

pfu), whereas the M(4) site(s; 1= A-group cationsl can
only reach one-half occupancy (with 2 cations pfu).
Similarly, the cation population of the M(3) site(s) 1=
D-group cationsl cannot exceed 2 pfu because of the
bond-valence requirements of the O(3) anion(s).
Indeed, our structural results indicate that the M(3)
sites have exactly 2.0 apfu (A1 and Mg), except for
hydrogen-rich staurolite, in which the total falls slight-
ly below this value. Thus summing the site-popula-
tions of M(l), M(2), nd M(3) never gives a total sig-
nificantly in excess of 18 apfu (we examined the
original hand-sample from which the Zn-rich stauro-
lite of von Knorring et al. (1979) was taken, but were
unsuccessfirl in finding a crystal of staurolite). Thus it
could be argued that the formula of staurolite should
be written as

A2B4CrcD2rs O4oX8 Q)

a$ then we can define end memben with no vacancies
at the A and D groups. However, we feel that this
approach is rather deceiving; staurolite is an
order-disorder series, and compositions ofthe form of
(2) (e.e., D2Fez+Al16A125i8o4o[(OH)2O6J) can be
ordered or disordered, depending on their position
within the series. On the other hand. if we use the for-
mula shown in (l), we can distinguish between
ordered and disordered end-member compositions as
shown below.
ordered: lFe2m;tr4 A116 [A12tr2] sis o4o t(orD6ot
Disordered : [(Fe2+,n )2(tr,F e2+) 2] E 4 Al 16 [(A1,n)2
(tr,Al)zl Sis O4o KOH)6O21.
Thus we prefer the formula (1) as written above, with
the added information that tr ) 2 pfu at the A and D
$oups. Note that the anion total X is given as 8 apfu,
despite the fact that staurolite has a maximum
observed hydrogen-content of 4.2 apf't. This is
because there are two sites involved in an OH- _> 02-
substitution, and from this point of view, the total pos-
sible variation is in the range 0-8 apfu, even though
such a variation is never (as yet) observed. The forrnu-
la is no more complex that those of several other rock-
forming silicates, and compositional variations are
much more restricted than is generally the case.

Principal m.echanisms of substintion

The principal heterovalent substitutions in staurolite
are as follows:
(1 )  n -+H
(2) M(4)F&+ +2TQ)n -+

v@)n+2W)F&+
(3) n -+ Al
(4) Al + Si
(s) Mg+Al
(6) Li -+ Fe2+

H(1), H(2)

M(q,rQ)
M(3)
rQ)
M(r), M(2), M(3)
rQ)

where the arrow indicates that the species on the left is
replacing the species on the right.
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Each one of these substitutions reduces the charge
at the sites at which the substitution occurs.
Obviously, the degree to which each substitution
occurs is a function of the bulk composition of the
rock and the conditions of crystallization or equilibra-
tion. Nevertheless, we see a unifying theme here: the
local ordering tends to favor a bulk chemisuy that is
not electrostatically neutral; the principal substitutions
all tend to reduce the overall net charge of the formula
unit with the sum of the reductions tending toward 2
for tie locally ideal [Fen Alt8 Si8 Oas Ha]2* formula
unit.

P rincipal end-mcrnbers

The following end-member compositions can be
derived from the above staurolite formula and the
principal heterovalent substitutions given above:
(1) tra Fe?+ aru

o4o Kolt)zool

o4o [(olr)ooz]

o4o t(oll)sl

_(AJ.F) (Si4A1' O4o KOH)6O2j
(5) tr+ F.i* (AIrzMB+)

(AJ2tr) Sie O4o t(oll)oozl
(6) tra U4 Aro

(Arztr) sia o4o t(otDoozl
Thus the compositional variations in staurolite are

not as infinsically complicated as those of some other

_ (AJztr) Sir
(2) (+F4+)tr4 Alro

(Nztr) Sia
(3) tra F"7* Alro

j4 Sia
(4) trq F4+ Aru

rock-forming silicate groups (e.g., amphiboles, micas).
Nevertheless, they have been difficult to unravel
because
(i) the compositional range of staurolite is very limited
compared to such minerals as pyroxenes, amphiboles
and micas, and the principal substitutions are less easy
to identiff;
(ii) the principal compositional variations (variation in
hydrogen and lithium) are "invisible" to the electron
microprobe;
(iii) one particular substitution (2) can be understood
only once the associated mechanism of local order
is apparent from tle site populations derived from
crystal-structure refinement.

Homovalent equivalents of these end-members can
be derived by substitutions ofthe type
P* -+F&* (7n, Co, Mg) atB LT(z)l
R3* +Al (Fe3+, Cr, V) atC ot B(?) WQ2,3)l

In addition. other heterovalent substitutions do
occur, specifically involving Tia and the introduction
of Al to the T(2) site; the latter is given by
Al -+ Fe2+ atB VQ)l
whereas the details of the Ti+ substifution are not
clear (as is usually the case in rock-forming silicate
minslals). Note that these latter heterovalent substitu-
tions both tend. to increase the net positive chmge on
tle mineral. Thus one does not expect considerable
amounts of Ti4 or'Al in staurolite, as the principal
substitutions occw in staurolile to decrease rather than
to increase the net charge. This is in fact the case for
Ti. Staurolite is never Ti-rich (c/ Ward 1984); Ti
rarely exceeds 0.15 apfu, an extremely small amount

TABTE 13. END I.IEI{BERS AND IMPORTANT EXCHANGE-VECTORS IN STAUROTITE

tnd nembor exchange vector

Hsterovalent exchanges lnvolving hydrogen
(1 )  E4

(?) (tr"Fel)
(3)  El
(4) nn
(5) tr.
(6) tr.

,(7) tr ,  Al.
(8 )  E4 A ln

(9) no Alo

Al," (Alrtrs)

Al,. (Alrtra)

Alru (AlrDe)

AIro (Al?trr)

Al r" (Al:tr.) 5.l.

Feii (Fel'!.) sl"

St" 0@ (0H),

si, 0@ (0H)6

Addltlve component
Fen,(0H). ( trF6a0a) _r
tr (0H).(AI0.)-1

Al0H(st0)-r
MgoH(AI0)-r

Ll0H(Feo)-r

Al.Er.$(FEdl r.$)-!
AlAl  (FeSi)- t

A1 llg(FeA1 ) -,

FeZn-,

FeCo-r

FeMg-!

A1 Fe-,

06

02

0!

0z

o2

0a

E4

Fel

L t .

Alru (!o) sl" 0@ (0H)!

Al," (Alrn,) (st4At4) 0& (0H)6

(AluMg.) (Al?tr?) siu 0@ (0H)6

Al," (41"tr.) st" 0. (0H).

Heterovalent axchanges lnvolvlng !Al

Alr. (Alo.6?E3.$) 5i" 0@ (0H), 06

Al,u (Al.E?) (St.Al4) 0@ (oH)s 06

(Al,J.lgo) (A1"tr") Si" 0o (0H)2 06

Homovalent exchances

( l )  E .
(2') E.
(3 )  Eo

(4)  Do

zno

cou

M9n

5 1 " 0e (0H). oo

0@ (0H), 06

0e (0H), 0r

0@ (0H). 06

* note that the end rnembar could be slnpllf lsd to EaAlaAlrsEaSlsO@[(OH)aOa] at the
€xpenso of conpl lcating tho exchange vectof : Al.E?(0H)"[FelAl"Q]-,.
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(7) tr+

(8) tra

(9) tra

TIIE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

compared with other rock-forming silicates [e.8.,
amphiboles: Leake (1968), pyroxenes: Deer et al.
(1982), vesuvianife: Ctroat et aI. (L992).

Al may be incorporated into the TQ) tetrahedron by
several different substitutions, using the formula D+
Fe2+4 Alls si8 o40 (oH)2 06 as a basis. It can be com-
bined with various charge-reducing substitutions to
give the following possible end-members:

represent compositional variations. Howevglo from a
crystal-chemical viewpoinl these operaton must cou-
ple together in the manner indicated above, as devia-
tion from this relationship produces physically impos-
sible crystal structures. End-member (A) would have
Fe-Fe separations of 1.65 A, a physical and chemical
impossibility in such a structure; end-member (B)
would have unacceptable bond-valence sums about the
O(5) anion. Thus for simplicity and for crystal-chemi-
cal reasons, we prefer to use ttre more complicated
exchange-vector (2) in Table 13.

The homovalent exchange-vectors (Table 13) are
quite sraightforward ifit is understood that these also
may combine with heterovalent exchange vectors,
with a change in the coordination number of the rele-
vant exchange-comPonents.

CotwosrnoNel Venranoxs n I
Narunel Sreltol-rrs

The restricted nature of some of the chemical varia-
tions in staurolite should make the graphical represen-
tation of major compositional variations reasonably
straightforward. Unfortunately, two of the principal
compositional variables (hydrogen and lithium) are
rarely measured. The third principal variable is a local
order-disorder-related substitution that (in the absence
of a crystal-structure refinement) can only be partly
assessed from the sum of the cations, which in turn
can only be calculated correctly if the concenffations
of hydrogen and lithium are determined. Moreovero
the variable aggregate occupancy of the M(3) site also
conftibutes to the variation in the sum of the cationso
and this can only be assessed from a crystal-structure
refinement. From a crystal-chemical viewpoint" substi-
tutions (2) and (3) are distinct. However, they are the
only substitutions that reduce the cation sum below ils
ideal value of 30 apfu; thus a praguatic approach to
representing chemical variations in the absence of a
crystal-structure refinement is to combine these two
substitutions and use the sum of the cations as a mea-
sure of their extent. Even if this is done, the number of
fully analyzed samples available for examination is
low; we are essentially restricted to the high-quality
analytical results of Holdaway et al. (1986b).

Vector represetutotion of na.tural compositions

The most important exchange-vectors in terms of
compositional variation in staurolite are (2) and (6)
(Table 13). This is not to say that the other exchange
vectors are unimportant; however, tle extent of the
compositional variations in these other directions is
minor by comparison l i.e., f.ot (4) and (5)1.
Compositional variations in staurolite can useflrlly be
considered in three dimensions. The mean Si content
of the staurolite samples of Holdaway et aI. (1986b) is
7.65 apfu; tle mean t6lMg content of the subset of

o4o (oH)2o61

(Alrtr, (si4Alt o4o t(orDzoel
A1, (AlrzMBa)

(A12tr) Sis O4o KOH)2O61
Note that end-member (7) could be combined with

a substitution of the type trH3(Al%)-l to give the more
ordered form: troAlaAl16tr4Si8O40KOfDaOaJ. The rela-
tive importance of these substitutions and end-mem-
bers [and other possible schemes involving N at T(2)]
is difficult to judge because of the problems associated
with deriving'Al contents in staurolite, and because
the amount of BAI is usually quite small.

Vector repre sentarton of staurolite compositions

The vector method of representing mineral compo-
sitions is quite widely used at present, and a brief
description of staurolite chemistry in these terms is
warranted. Explanations and applications of the
method of vector representation in this context are
given by Burt (1979) and Thompson (1982).

An important aspect of this type of representation is
the choice of the additive component. From an alge-
braic point of viewo any of the proposed end-members
could be used. However, our identification of an ideal
staurolite (see above), together with the arguments
concerning the role of the various important substitu-
tions, indicate that the most appropriate additive com-
ponent is tro Fez+ Alls Sis oas (oII)z 06. The various
end-members can then be derived from this using the
appropriale exchange-vectors. The end-members dis-
cussed above, together with their related exchange-
vectors. are listed in Table 13.

The exchange vector Fetrz(OH)r(nFero)-1 a.sso-
ciated with end-member (2) requires some discussion.
This is quite a complex substitution, and tle asso-
ciated exchange-vector can be resolved into two sim-
pler components as shown below:
Fenr(OH)r(nFe2O2)4 = FeOzln(OH)zl-r +
2[a(OH)r(FeO)_t]

These exchange operators act on the additive com-
ponerit to produce the following two end-members:
2{FeO2(n(OH))-r } -+ (n2F%)
Fea Alls Srs Oao (OII)-z Oro (A)
4{ n(OH)2GeO z) a} -+ nq trq
Alr8 si8 o4o (orDro o_2

From an algebraic point of view, these are perfectly
adequate end-members, and can be used as such to

Al4 Alro
(Ab.ez%.r:) sis
At4 aro

(B)
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Ftc. 6. Idealized compositional space for staurolite defined by the additive semFonent u4Fe4AllsSi8O40(OH)rO6 and the
exchange vectors Fec!(OQ2(nFqOr-1, L(OFDGeO)-1 and AlMg(OH)2(SiAlOr-l; the space is also contoured for various
values of H content. The point along the AlMg(OII)2(SiAlOr_r vector atII=2.7 apfu has the formula indicated on the flg-
ure, and serves as a useful origin for a two-dimensional representation of natural compositions in staurolile,
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those samples examined by Hawthorne et al. (I993a)
is 0.36 apfu. This suggests that we can combine
exchange vectors (4) and (5) according to the scheme
indicated below

Mg(oH)(AlO)_r + A1(oH)(sio)_1 = MsAl
(OII)2(SiAlOr_1 and represent staurolite compositions
in the space shown in Figure 6; note that this space
can easily be contoured for (OID content, although it
does ignore exchange vector (3).

A further simplification can be introduced in the
following way. In terms of the t6lMg and r(1)41 

"on-tent$, natural samples of staurolite quite closely
approximate the composition (Alrr.usMgo.:s)
(Si7.65A1e.35)i this composition is marked on the
MgAI(OH)2(SNO)_' axis of Figure 6. If we draw a
plane through this point orthogonal to the
MgAl(OH)z(SiAlOt_1 vector, we may project t}le
compositions of natural samples of staurolite onto this
plane with 4 minimu6 of relative spatial distortion;
this is shown in Figure 7. There is some error in the
apparent (OII) contents because we have ignored sub-

stitution (3), tolyt is not exactly the same as (1)Al

(and also possibly because of more minor heterovalent
substitutions involving Ti or r(2)Al); thus the hydro-
gen-rich staurolite compositions project onto the H *
4.3 apta contour rather than the H * 4.15 apfu con-
tour. Nevertheless, t}te compositional variations are
quite well represented by this projection.

Not surprisingly, there is a correlation between H-
content and total number of cations, essentially the
variation due to substitutions (2) and (3). This is
examined in more detail in Figure 8 for the complete
chemical analytical data-set of Holdaway et al.
(1986b). Here we see a well-developed inverse corre-
lation between cation sum and hydrogen content, a
relationship that is perturbed by the presence of Li;
multiple regression analysis gives the relationship

CATST M =3I.333 -O.495(22)H+
0.321(38) Li R=0.974

Where lithium is absent" the cation sum would be
30 for a hydrogen content of.2.69 apfu1' for H = 4 apfu

']ry*^
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Ftc. 7. Two-dimensional compositional space for staurolite, showing the staurolite samples of Holdaway et al. (1986b); the
figure is contoured for H content.

(and Li = 0), the cation sum would be 29.35 apfu; for
a cation sum of 29, the hydrogen content would be
4.71. apfu. These numbers agree quite well with the
projection ofFigure 8.

Chzmical conelations involving Mg

It is apparent from the results of Hawthome et al.
(1993a) that Mg has several very different roles in the
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staurolite structure; the relative importance of these
roles varies with bulk composition. In common (Fe-
rich) staurolite, approximately one-half of the Mg
occupies the M(1,2,3) sites, and one-half occupies the
I(2) site. In Mg-rich staurolite, Mg occupies M(1,2,3)
in absolute amounts (not relative amounts) comparable
to normal staurolite, the remainder occupying both
T(2) and M(4). Hence we do not expect simple
diadochy between Mg and any other chemical compo-
nent (e.9., Fe), perhaps explaining the controversy sur-
rounding the behavior of Mg in staurolite.

Mg in Li-free staurolite: It is apparent from the above
discussion that Mg has at least fwo roles in staurolite.
It may be involved in simple Mg <-+ Fe2+ substitution,
either [4]-coordinate at he T(2) site or [6]-coordinate
at the M(4) sites (or both). This type of substitution
has been the generally accepted one, particularly in
synthesis studies. However, Mg also is involved in
substitution for Al at the M(1,2,3) sites: the
Mg(OH)(AlO)_t exchange-vector. This is in line with
the findings of Griffen & Ribbe (1973) and Griffen e/
al, (1982), who proposed that (Al +7n) arc the princi-
pal substituents for Fe at T(2), and that most (if not all)
Mg occurs at the M(3) sites. The results of the present
work show that both proposals are partly correct (cl,
Enami & 7,ang L989): Mg substitutes for F&* at T(2)
and for Al at M(7,2,3). In addition, natural occur-
rences indicate that pressure favors the former substi-
tution.

Mg in Li-bearing staurolite: Examination of the bond-
valence arrangements for patterns of local order
involving Li (Table 9) shows that most of the anions
have small to significant deficiencies in their bond-
valence $ums. This fact suggests that local con-
figurations involving Li will not favor t6lMg -+ t6lAl
substitution. as this will decrease the bond-valence
sums around the anions even further. This situation
does seem to be the case for the crystals of Li-rich
staurolite examined by Hawthorne et al. (1993a),
and perhaps accounts for the negative correlation
between Li and Mg/Ge+Mg) observed by Dutrow et
al. (1986).

Snuraenv

1. The chemical complexity of staurolite results from
the interaction between long-range and short-range
charge-balance requirements.

2. Of particular importance with regard to local order-
ing and (long-range) electroneutrality is the hitherto
unrecognized substitution

M(4)F&+ + ranz -+ M(4)n + rQE4*
which reduces the net charge and the total number of
cations in the structure while maintaining an ideal
local bond-valence distribution.

3. The chemical composition of staurolite can be writ-
ten as

where
A=F&+, Mg, tr (tr >?)
B =F&+,7n,Co, Mg, Li,

Al, Fe3+(?), Mn2+, o
C = A1, Fe3+, Cr, V,

Mg, Ti
D = Al, Mg, n (n 22)
T=S i ,A l
X = OH,F, 02-

M(44), M(48)

r(2)

M(',tA), M(rB), M(2)
M(34), M(38)
7'(1)
o(1A), O(18)

4. The principal (heterovalent) end-members composi-

4484CrcD478 O4oXs

tions are
(1) tra Fq Aru

(AJ'F) Sis
(2) (r:"2F4/)D4 Aru

(Nztr) Sis
(3) tra Fe+ Aru

(E, sir
(4) tra. Fq Aiu

O4o [(O]t)zOol

O4o t(OH)6Orl

o4o t(oH\l

(NzD) (Si4Al' O4o
(5) tr+ FE+ (AlrzMA)

(Alztr) sia o4o
(6) Da Li4 Aru

(Nz\) Sis O4o

[(oH)6ot

[(oH)6o2]

t(orDoozl

Homovalent end-members can be derived ftom these
by the usual type of substitutions (i.e., Zn -+ Fe2+,
co2* -+ Fe2+, Mg + Fe2).

5. The exchange vectors corresponding to ttrese end-
members are as follows:
(1) Additive component
(2) Fe%(oI{)2(DF%or-l
(3) E2(OII)6(AI2Od_1
(4) Al(OrD(SiO)_1
(s) Me(oltXAlo)_t
(6) L(ot{XFeo)-l

6. The compositional variations in natural staurolite
can be reasonably well represented in the space
Feo2(OH)r(nFqOr-1 - L(OIl)(FeO)-r - MgAl (OII)2
(siAlot_1
but this representation does require site populations
derived from crystal-stucture refinement.

7. Exchange vectors (2) and (3) cause a decrease in the
sum of the cations (CATSUM) per formula urit.
Where only chemical data are available, the principal
(heterovalent) chemical variables are CATSUM, H
and Li contents.
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